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Abstract
The goal of this thesis is to develop an innovative Computer Aided Diagnosis
(CAD) system for the common deadly infant cancer of Neuroblastoma. Neu-
roblastoma accounts for more than 15% of childhood cancer deaths, and it has
the lowest survival rate among the paediatric cancers in Australia. In quanti-
tative analysis the total number of different regions of interest are counted, and
qualitative analysis determines abnormalities within the tumour.
Quantitative and qualitative analysis of tumor samples under the microscope
is one of the key markers used by pathologists to determine the aggressiveness of
the cancer, and consequently its therapy. Because of the variety of the histological
region types and histological structures in the tissue, analyzing them under the
microscope is a tedious and error-prone task for pathologists. The negative effects
of inaccurate quantitative and qualitative analysis have led to an urgent call from
pathologists for accurate, consistent and automated approaches.
Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) is an automated cancer diagnostic and
prognostic system which enhances the ability of pathologists in the quantitative
and qualitative analysis of tumor tissues. However, there are four main issues with
developing a CAD system for pathology labs: First is the fluctuating quality of
the histological images. Second is a wide range of different types of histological
regions and histological structures with complex morphology each adopting a
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specific algorithm. Third is overlapping cells which decrease the accuracy of
quantitative analysis. Fourth is a lack of utility for pathology labs when they
do not follow an appropriate clinical prognosis scheme. Moreover, most of the
proposed CAD systems perform either quantitative or quantitative analysis and
only very few of them manipulate both types of analysis on the cancerous tumor
tissue.
This thesis aims to address the issues raised by developing an innovative CAD
system that assists pathologists in determining a more appropriate prognosis for
the leading infant cancer of Neuroblastoma. The CAD will automatically perform
quantitative and qualitative analysis on images of tumor tissue to extract specific
histological regions and histological structures which are used for determining the
prognosis for Neuroblastoma.
This thesis has four main contributions. Contribution 1 develops novel algo-
rithms to enhance the quality of histological images by reducing the wide range of
intensity variations. Contribution 2 proposes a series of segmentation algorithms
for extracting different types of histological regions and histological structures.
Contribution 3 addresses the issue of overlapping cells by developing algorithms
for splitting them into single cells. Contribution 4 grades the aggressiveness level
of neuroblastoma tumor by developing a prognosis decision engine.
The main outcomes of the proposed CAD system in this thesis are a series
of novel algorithms for enhancing the quality of the histological images and for
segmenting histological regions and histological structures of interests, introduc-
ing a prognosis decision engine for grading a neuroblastoma tumor based on a
well established histopathological scheme, facilitating the process of prognosis
and tumor classification by performing accurate and consistent quantitative and
qualitative tissue analysis, and enhancing digital pathology by incorporating a
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digital and automated system in the work flow of pathologists.
The performance of all the developed algorithms in this thesis in terms of
correctly extracting histological regions, histological structures and grading the
level of tumor aggressiveness, is evaluated by a pathologist from the department
of histopathology in the Children’s Hospital at Westmead, Sydney. Moreover, all
the results are compared with state of the art methods. The results indicate that
the algorithms proposed in this thesis outperform state of the art quantitative
and qualitative methods of analysis.
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n The total number of pixels in a image
Xi A pixel i in a image where i = {1, ..., n}
K Radially symmetric kernel
h Mean-shift windows radius
Ck,d Positive normalization constant
fˆhS ,hI (X) Gradient density estimator
G Kernel window
k and g Profiles of kernel K and G respectively
m Mean-shift
Xs Spatial domain of a pixel
X i Intensity domain of a pixel
Ww Center of kernel w
Xsw,r Spatial domain of convergence points
Y iw,r Intensity domain of convergence points
Vi Luminance of pixel i
V Luminance of white pixel
u′i and v′i Chromaticity coordinates of pixel i





XI Intensity domain of pixel in 3-d vector
XS Spatial domain of pixel in 3-d vector
yr Mean-shift convergence
B Total number of constructed mosaics in an image
Ma Mosaic a of size d× 3 where a = {1, ..., B} and d is
the total number of pixels within the mosaic.
θ A set of all mosaics in an image
M¯a The unified intensity mosaic
c The total number of manually labeled pixels in cellular regions
t The total number of manually labeled pixels in neuropil regions
C A matrix contains the manually cellular labeled pixels
N A matrix contains the manually neuropil labeled pixels




Da Euclidean distance between mosaic a and the filters
Pa Vector which indicates cellular mosaics
AGC Absorption grade for cellular filter
AGN Absorption grade for neuropil filter
ρ A vector of B × 1 which indicates all the
mosaics of neuropil regions
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Symbols Description
β A column vector of length B which indicates
all the mosaics of new nuclei regions.
ϑ Vector which indicates the constituent mosaics of
cellular regions (unrefined)
ζ Vector which indicates the constituent mosaics of
neuropil regions within ϑ
ϑ′ Vector which indicates the constituent mosaics of
cellular regions (refined)
% Vector of size B which indicates cytoplasm regions
S The total number of segmented nuclei
b The total number of pixels in the centroid of the nuclei
Wj Centroid nuclei matrix for nuclei image
Qj Centroid nuclei matrix for cellular image
∆j A matrix that contains cytoplasm regions
avj The average distance between centroid of nuclei j to background
a¯vj The average distance of all b pixels of centroid j
awj The average distance of eight neighbor pixels for every pixel at
centroid j to background in Wj
aqj The average distance of the eight neighbor pixels to background
in Qj for every pixel at centroid j
a¯w The average distance of all b pixels of centroid j in aw
a¯q The average distance of all b pixels of centroid j in aq
O The total number of objects in an image
o An object number
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Symbols Description
Ao Area of object o
DEo The ratio of the minor diameter to the major diameter of object o





F The total number of overlapping cells
l Overlapping cells l where l ∈ {1, ..., F}
Rl Entire region of overlapping cell l
Rˆl Convex hull region of overlapping cell l
H The total number of splitting triangles for overlapping cell l
STx Splitting Triangle ∀x ∈ {1, ..., H}
φl A set of splitting triangles for overlapping cell l
el(STx) The edge of splitting triangle x for overlapping cell l
el(Rˆ) The edge of convex hull for overlapping cell l
chordl(STx) The edge of chord of splitting triangle x for overlapping cell l
arcl(STx) The edge of arc of splitting triangle x for overlapping cell l
EA A matrix that contains pixels at the arc of overlapping cell l
EC A matrix that contains pixels at the chord of overlapping cell l
DA Distance matrix based on EA
DC Distance matrix based on EC
DM Distance between the pixels at the arc
and chord of a splitting triangle




Θp The distance between object p from the SP − 1
other objects in an overlapping cell l
e(R)l The edge of overlapping cell l
Fp A set of SP − 1 matrices that have the smallest elements
of the matrices in Θp
PS The point sets
STL The structuring elements
Tp The splitting routes for initial splitting point p
J∗p A splitting route for initial splitting point p
np The total number of pixels within the segmented
neuropil regions
cp The total number of pixels within the segmented cellular regions
NR The amount of neuropil regions within an image
ganglion The total number of identified ganglion cells in the segmented
cellular regions
neuroblast The total number of identified neuroblast cells in the segmented
cellular regions
GR The amount of ganglion cells within an image
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